The perception of moving plaids reveals two motion-processing stages.
When viewed through a small aperture, the perceived motion exhibited by a long moving line or grating is ambiguous. This situation prevails because even a perfect machine could only detect motion perpendicular to a moving contour, so motion parallel to a contour is undetectable. The human visual system views the world through an aperture array--the neural receptive fields. Therefore a moving object is viewed through many small apertures and the motion within many of those apertures is ambiguous. This ambiguity may be resolved by monitoring the motion of a distinctive feature, such as a line-end or corner, and attributing to the larger object the motion of the feature. Alternatively, Adelson and Movshon have suggested that moving images are processed in two stages, that is, they are first decomposed into one-dimensional components which are later recombined to generate perceived object motion. For a moving plaid, defined as the sum of two drifting gratings, these alternative models generate different predictions concerning the resolution of the plaid's motion ambiguity. A feature monitor would respond to the motion of the intersections between gratings, whereas the two-stage motion processor would first decompose the plaid into its constituent gratings and subsequently recombine them to generate the perception of a moving plaid. Using speed discrimination to distinguish between the two models, I find that discrimination thresholds reflect the speed of a plaid's component gratings, rather than the speed of the plaid itself. This result supports the two-stage model. Although speed discrimination is limited by component processing, observers cannot directly access component speed. The only perceptually accessible velocity signal is generated by the second-stage pattern processing.